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Say hello to a smarter, more 
practical and sustainable way to 
keep your home fresh. Our range 
of cleaning products offers coor-
dinated tools and multifunctional 
accessories that will make clean-
ing easier while saving space in 
your home care cabinet. All heads 
pair with the telescopic handle. 
See page 38 - 41.

To take care of your home is taking care of yourself. Our wide offer of 
functional, flexible laundry accessories is made for everyday life with 
good-looking products in different materials and styles that are easy to 
fold away when not in use.
See page 34 - 37.
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With our complete ENHET laundry solutions, we already did the work of combin-
ing the pieces, leaving you the fun part of choosing the style and colours. It’s 
easy to buy, assemble and enjoy for many years to come.
See page 8 - 13
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Different laundry areas  
in the home

The difference between an organised laundry area and complete chaos is simply: 
a great storage solution. And it doesn’t hurt if it looks good, too. Whether you 
have a spacious laundry room, a bathroom, a kitchen corner or just a balcony at 
your disposal, there is a functional, affordable solution for your specific situation. 
Here are some ideas – the first step towards a neat laundry area that saves time 
and becomes a feel-good factor in your home.

On the balcony
Flexible furniture and some outside-the-box thinking can 
help you unlock unused space at home. What about both 
doing laundry and drying on your balcony, for instance? 
ENHET storage system allows you to create a laundry 
area on a closed balcony, while JOSTEIN storage system 
is weatherproof and works for an open balcony as well. 
See page 9, 10, 11

In the bathroom
Doing laundry in the bathroom has many perks – dirty 
clothes go right into the bin when you undress for a 
shower, for instance. In our range of furniture for laundry 
areas, you will find furniture suitable for rooms with hu-
midity and also great for small spaces, meaning you can 
create a great, functional laundry area in your bathroom.
See page 8, 9, 12

Laundry room
Do you take a deep breath 
before opening the door to 
your laundry room? Then you 
might need a new storage 
system. The key to making 
washing, drying, folding and 
ironing large amounts of 
clothes less of a chore is to 
have the right tools – stylish 
and practical workstations 
with all you need nearby. 
Don’t know where to start? 
No worries, this guide will 
help you choose a laundry 
solution that suits your needs 
perfectly. Let’s make life at 
home better together!
See page 8, 9, 11
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Creating a complete laundry solution 
has probably never been easier. We have 
put together ENHET system units into a 
number of practical solutions that you can 
find online and buy directly. By combining 
open and closed storage, different colours 

and adding the accessories you want, you 
can have a fully functional and personal-
ised laundry area in no time. After having 
selected your favourite solution, you just 
add the appliances. 

ENHET  
system

The ENHET system has  
a 10-year guarantee. 
Find out more on page 50 - 51
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ENHET A130 W80×D30×H129 cm.
When everything has its place, open storage solutions can be both functional and 
appealing. With this solution, you get a good overview so things are easy to find 
and grab, and just as easy to put back.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
394.804.47 $349.90 594.804.46 $349.90

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET A131 W120×D32×H204 cm.
In this solution you have dedicated storage spaces along with a closed cabinet that 
hides cluttering detergents and open shelves that keeps your everyday essentials 
handy.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 894.804.59 $465.50 694.804.55 $374.90
Grey frame door — — 994.804.54 $395.90
Oak effect door 094.804.58 $383.90 — —
Concrete effect door 494.804.56 $393.90 — —

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET laundry system – storage combinationsENHET laundry system – storage combinations

ENHET A112 W90×D32×H180 cm.
This combination offers a perfect mix of open and closed storage – and a tailored 
space for a washing machine and laundry bin.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 294.010.83 $336.50 694.010.76 $340.90
White frame door — — — —
Grey frame door 794.010.85 $359.90 894.010.75 $361.90
Oak effect door 194.010.88 $349.90 — —
Concrete effect door 094.010.84 $359.90 194.010.74 $359.90

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET A113 W40×D17×H150 cm.
This combination is a perfect mix of open and closed storage that hides the clutter 
and puts everyday essentials close at hand.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 394.011.53 $139 794.011.51 $139
Oak effect door 694.011.56 $147.40 — —
Concrete effect door 194.011.54 $152.40 — —

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET A114 W120×D32×H150 cm.
This combination is a perfect mix of open and closed storage – and offers space un-
derneath for appliances, baskets or bins.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 894.011.60 $271.50 094.011.59 $275.90
Grey frame door — — 294.011.58 $286.90
Oak effect door 294.011.63 $279.90 — —
Concrete effect door 694.011.61 $284.90 494.011.57 $284.90

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET A115 W60×D32×H180 cm.
This high cabinet and open wall frame make it possible to utilise the wall space for 
storage while also saving floor space.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 594.011.71 $306.50 594.011.66 $310.90
Grey frame door 794.011.70 $320.90 794.011.65 $326.90
Oak effect door 994.011.74 $314.90 — —
Concrete effect door 394.011.72 $319.90 094.011.64 $324.90

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET L103 W269.5/139×D63.5 cm.
Everything’s covered in this corner solution with generous work and storage space. 
The sink will always come in handy and the clever rail over the countertop means 
you make good use of unused space.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 794.858.72 $1302.20 594.858.87 $1315.40
White frame door — — — —
Grey frame door — — 994.858.52 $1471.40
Oak effect door 094.858.75 $1342.40 — —
Concrete effect door 594.858.73 $1372.40 — —

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET L106 W180×H204 cm.
Short of space? Why not combine your laundry and bathroom one appealing and 
functional solution? Here’s all storage space you need and designated spots where 
you can place your appliance or laundry bag.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 194.957.94 $835.20 394.957.88 $845.50
White frame door — — — —
Concrete effect door 794.957.91 $877.50 — —
Grey frame door 494.957.97 $927.40 — —
Oak effect door 894.958.04 $861.50 — —

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

Pick, click, buy and assemble – you are just a few steps away 
from having an organised, great-looking laundry area. Now, 
it’s time to get into details and find a solution that offers the 
size, storage possibilities, colour(s) and accessories you prefer.  

Here you will find information about different combinations. 
After selecting your favourite solution, you can add the appli-
ances needed and style it to suit you.

ENHET complete laundry solutions
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ENHET A122 W139×D63.5×H87.5 cm.
This combo provides a coveted workspace where you can sort and fold your clothes 
as well as a dedicated space underneath for other things to keep them out of the 
way.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 594.804.65 $185 894.804.64 $185

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET A123 W80×D32×H204 cm.
A clever combo that makes good use of the wall space and takes up minimal floor 
space. Everything is within reach - the messy stuff goes inside the cabinet and eve-
ryday essentials are out in the open.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 594.849.15 $231.50 294.841.96 $235.90
White frame door — — — —
Grey frame door — — 794.841.94 $254.90
Oak effect door 094.849.08 $244.90 — —
Concrete effect door 094.841.97 $254.90 — —

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET A124 W139×D63.5×H87.5 cm.
This combo allows a lot of productivity in a small space. It has a dedicated spot for 
an appliance, a countertop and a cabinet for bulkier items. The sink is the key that 
makes this setup truly functional.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White — — 794.849.19 $394.90
Concrete 794.850.18 $403.90 — —
Oak effect 294.850.06 $398.90 — —
White 694.849.72 $390.50 — —

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET A125 W139×D63.5×H87.5 cm.
This combo enables a lot of productivity in a small space with a dedicated spot for 
your laundry appliance as well as both open and closed storage. The sink is what 
makes this setup truly functional.

This combination with White frame

Concrete 494.973.34 $543.90

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET A127 W140×D32×H204 cm.
A clever combo with open storage for easy access and closed storage to hide the 
messy stuff. The shallow wall cabinet comes to the rescue for smaller items that 
tend to get lost inside deeper cabinets.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 894.803.98 $322.80 794.803.94 $331.60
Grey frame door — — 994.803.93 $359.60
Oak effect door 094.803.97 $344.60 — —
Concrete effect door 494.803.95 $359.60 — —

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET A126 W139×D63.5 cm.
A well-planned laundry space for a seamless workflow. There’s everything you need 
for sorting, folding and airdrying clothes as well as convenient storage and a dedi-
cated space for your laundry appliance.  

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 694.849.10 $484.50 894.849.09 $488.90
Grey frame door — — 894.849.14 $509.90
Oak effect door 294.849.12 $497.90 — —
Concrete effect door 094.849.13 $507.90 — —

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET A128 W139×D63.5×H85.5 cm.
You get a tidy look with closed wall storage combined with a niche for things like 
your washing machine, dryer or laundry bags. The countertop provides a functional 
space for sorting and folding clothes.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 394.804.14 $396.50 994.804.06 $400.90
Grey frame door — — 494.804.04 $421.90
Oak effect door 794.804.12 $409.90 — —
Concrete effect door 594.804.08 $419.90 — —

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET laundry system – storage combinationsENHET laundry system – storage combinations

ENHET A129 W80×D32×H204 cm.
This combo puts the wall height to use with a mix of open and closed storage that 
takes up little floor space. Dedicated spots for your appliance and laundry bag 
keeps them handy but out of the way.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 294.804.24 $633.60 094.804.20 $633.60
Grey frame door — — 294.804.19 $669.60
Oak effect door 494.804.23 $641.80 — —
Concrete effect door 894.804.21 $663.60 — —

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET is all about simplicity and the possibility to change and 
adapt your home when your life changes. No matter what 
happens, everyday life becomes much easier when all things 
can be found in their designated place. That is why we have 

developed these combinations that can create extra work and 
storage space in your laundry area. Pick the one that best suits 
your needs and helps you use your space efficiently.

ENHET storage combinations
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ENHET A116 W80×D32×H150 cm.
This combination is a perfect mix of open and closed storage – and offers just the 
place for a waste bin and/or towels.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 094.011.78 $224 294.011.77 $229.40
Grey frame door 694.011.80 $237.40 494.011.76 $239.40
Oak effect door 294.011.82 $232.40 — —
Concrete effect door 894.011.79 $237.40 — —

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET A117 W120×D32×H225 cm.
This combination with a mix of open and closed storage hides the clutter and cre-
ates an exciting eye-catcher in between.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 394.011.86 $594.50 594.011.85 $607.70
Grey frame door 994.011.88 $664.70 894.011.84 $670.70
Oak effect door 594.011.90 $634.70 — —
Concrete effect door 194.011.87 $664.70 094.011.83 $664.70

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET A118 W30×D30×H180 cm.
This frame makes the most out of a narrow space, offering generous storage, easy 
access and a great overview of all your things.

This combination with White frame Anthracite frame
White door 194.011.92 $132.50 394.011.91 $132.50

Note! Appliances and lighting products not included. 

ENHET laundry system – storage combinations

New
ENHET
Laundry bag with castors.  
705.161.04

$79/ea
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ENHET
doors and 
drawer fronts

Time to play with colours
Whether your taste is classic, modern, 
playful or eclectic, the ENHET system of-
fers a range of doors that will accommo-
date your wishes. Choose between basic 
colours that bring a clean and fresh look 
to your laundry area, bright and bold 
palettes, or doors with a high-gloss fin-
ish if you prefer a modern style. 

Naturally, you can also mix colours and 
patterns for a truly personalised look 
and combine closed doors with open 
shelves for a more playful expression. 
No matter the style you choose, the 
surface of the doors resists moisture, 
scratches and bumps, which means that 
your laundry area is well prepared to 
handle years of daily wear and tear.

Doors and drawer fronts have 
a 10-year guarantee. 
Find out more on page 50 -  51
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ENHET door and drawer front styles

White
With white doors and drawer fronts 
you create a clean, bright and fresh 
expression that you can match 
with accents in all colours of the 
rainbow. Easy to enjoy and always 
in style. 

Oak effect
Good sense and feel in beautiful 
partnership. The foil surface resists 
moisture, scratches and bumps, 
while the wood pattern creates a 
lively and warm expression. 

Concrete effect
This is a perfect choice if you want 
to create a modern, industrial 
expression that feels warm and 
inviting. The pattern is reminiscent 
of  concrete and the foil is both 
durable and easy to care for

Grey frame
With grey as a base, you create 
a warm and cosy feeling. Perfect 
if you want a discreet colour that 
goes with everything. Modern or 
classic – you decide the style. 

ENHET doors and drawer frontsENHET doors and drawer fronts

Door

60×60 cm 504.813.32 $20
40×75 cm 704.813.31 $20
60×75 cm 304.813.33 $25
30×180 cm 304.813.28 $40

Front for dishwasher
45×75 cm 605.043.90 $20

Drawer front
40×15 cm 104.813.34 $10
60×15 cm 604.813.36 $12
80×15 cm 204.813.38 $14
40×30 cm, 2-p 804.813.35 $30
60×30 cm, 2-p 404.813.37 $22
80×30 cm, 2-p 004.813.39 $26

Drawer front for base cabinet for oven
60×14 cm 804.813.40 $10

Door

60×60 cm 404.814.41 $35
40×75 cm 604.814.40 $30
60×75 cm 204.814.42 $35
30×180 cm 204.814.37 $50

Front for dishwasher
45×75 cm 205.043.87 $35

Drawer front

40×15 cm 704.814.49 $20
60×15 cm 104.814.52 $24
80×15 cm 404.814.55 $26
40×30 cm, 2-p 304.814.51 $30
60×30 cm, 2-p 904.814.53 $34
80×30 cm, 2-p 204.814.56 $38

Drawer front for base cabinet for oven
60×14 cm 804.814.58 $22

Door

60×60 cm 704.815.57 $30
40×75 cm 904.815.56 $25
60×75 cm 504.815.58 $30
30×180 cm 604.815.53 $45

Front for dishwasher
45×75 cm 805.043.89 $25

Drawer front

40×15 cm 304.815.59 $14
60×15 cm 904.815.61 $18
80×15 cm 504.815.63 $20
40×30 cm, 2-p 104.815.60 $24
60×30 cm, 2-p 704.815.62 $28
80×30 cm, 2-p 304.815.64 $32

Drawer front for base cabinet for oven
60×14 cm 004.815.65 $16

Door

60×60 cm 204.815.93 $35
40×75 cm 404.815.92 $30
60×75 cm 004.815.94 $35
30×180 cm 004.815.89 $50

Front for dishwasher
45×75 cm 405.043.86 $34

Drawer front

40×15 cm 704.815.95 $20
60×15 cm 304.815.97 $24
80×15 cm 904.815.99 $26
40×30 cm, 2-p 504.815.96 $30
60×30 cm, 2-p 104.815.98 $34
80×30 cm, 2-p 504.816.00 $38

Drawer front for base cabinet for oven
60×14 cm 104.816.02 $22
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A solution for today – and tomorrow
Is your laundry area small, large, 
straightforward or awkward? With the 
choice of wide and narrow cabinets 
and deep and shallow frames of the 
ENHET system, you can create a laundry 
solution that fits both your needs and 
personality while using your space as 
efficiently as possible. Open wall frames 
placed above the washing machine (and 
out of children’s reach) will neatly keep 

all your washing detergent, pegs and 
other laundry items. The ENHET system 
offers many combinations that can be 
adapted over time to accommodate 
any life situation – or simply a change 
in taste. Easily adaptable and with a 
10-year guarantee, this practical laun-
dry solution will be your companion for 
years to come.

ENHET 
cabinets  
and frames

The ENHET system has  
a 10-year guarantee.  
Find out more on page 50 - 51
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ENHET cabinets and framesENHET cabinets and frames

ENHET cabinets

This range of ENHET cabinets gives you a great oppor-
tunity to use your space efficiently. Choose the ones 
that fits both your needs and personality. Make it your 
own with your favourite ENHET door.

White 904.405.99 $70

ENHET base cabinet with shelf. This cabinet with 
shelf is perfect for things like pots, bowls or small ap-
pliances.
40×60×75 cm
White 604.405.86 $85
60×60×75 cm
White 404.405.92 $100
80×60×75 cm
White 604.405.72 $120

ENHET base cabinet with 3 drawers. This cabinet 
has 3 drawers for the smallest utensils to the largest 
pots. A ¾ drawer extension for good overview and 
easy access to the content. Tailor the space inside 
your drawers with interior organisers, sold sepa-
rately.
40×60×75 cm
White 704.405.76 $185
60×60×75 cm
White 104.405.79 $210
80×60×75 cm
White 304.405.83 $230

ENHET base cabinet for sink. This cabinet is de-
signed for a sink, tap and built-in waste sorting. 
Designed for sink and tap with space for piping in the 
back of the cabinet.
60×60×75 cm
White 204.405.74 $95
80×60×75 cm
White 304.765.05 $105

ENHET wall cabinet with 2 shelves. This wall cabi-
net is perfect for bottles and jars – giving you a good 
overview. A wall cabinet with 2 shelves that makes 
good use of your wall space and puts the things you 
use often within easy reach.
40×15×75 cm
White 104.406.35 $50
Grey 604.406.33 $60
60×15×75 cm
White 504.406.38 $60
Grey 904.406.36 $65
80×15×75 cm
White 704.406.42 $70
Grey 304.406.39 $75

ENHET wall cabinet with 2 shelves. This wall cabi-
net is perfect for bottles and jars – giving you a good 
overview. 
40×30×75 cm
White 304.405.97 $70
60×30×75 cm
White 304.406.01 $80
80×30×75 cm
White 704.406.04 $95

ENHET high cabinet with 4 shelves. This high cabi-
net provides roomy storage without taking up pre-
cious floor space. It provides ample storage for food 
without taking up too much floor space. Perfect for 
making the best use of wall space in smaller spaces.
30×30×180 cm
White 804.406.32 $120
Grey 404.406.29 $125

ENHET legs for cabinet, 12.5 cm, 2-p. Fits ENHET 
base and high cabinets. Adjustable from 11–13.5 cm.
Anthracite 004.816.31 $15
White 204.816.30 $15

ENHET Legs for closed cabinet

ENHET Legs for open frames

ENHET open frames

Open storage creates a dynamic and airy 
atmosphere. ENHET open frames allows you to ex-
press your personality through the items you choose 
to arrange and display on the shelves. For even more 
personalisation opportunities, the frames come in dif-

ferent colours that you can mix and match any way that 
suits you. Open storage also provides a good overview 
of all your items and you can keep the things you use 
the most on the shelves for easy access.

ENHET wall frame with shelves. This open wall 
frame with 2 shelves gives a good overview and easy 
access to jars, bottles and things often used.
40×30×75 cm
Anthracite 004.816.07 $60
White 204.816.06 $60
60×30×75 cm
Anthracite 504.816.19 $70
White 704.816.18 $70

ENHET high frame with shelves. This open high 
frame with 5 shelves gives a good overview and easy 
access to bowls, bottles, baskets and detergents.
30×30×180 cm
Anthracite 904.816.03 $120
White 304.816.01 $120
60×30×180 cm
Anthracite 104.816.16 $160
White 304.816.15 $160

ENHET wall frame with shelves. You can use this 
open solution to create your own personal style at 
home. Display the things you love or why not empha-
sise a theme or colour? 
40×15×75 cm
Anthracite 404.816.05 $55
White 704.816.04 $55
60×15×75 cm
Anthracite 604.816.14 $65
White 804.816.13 $65

ENHET base frame with shelves. This open base 
frame with 2 shelves gives a good overview and 
makes it easy to reach the things needed. 
40×60×75 cm
Anthracite 204.816.11 $75
White 404.816.10 $75
60×60×75 cm
Anthracite 404.816.29 $85
White 604.816.28 $85

ENHET frame with shelves for washing machine. 
With a dedicated space for things like your washing 
machine, laundry bag or boxes you create a tidy look 
with extra storage space above. 
80×30×129 cm
Anthracite 005.160.94 $95
White 605.160.91 $95

ENHET supporting side panel/leg. Combine the 
supporting side panel/leg with a worktop to create a 
dedicated space for appliances or laundry bags with 
a workspace above. 
60×1.8×87.5 cm
Anthracite 305.161.01 $40
White 305.160.97 $40

ENHET legs for open frames, 12.5 cm, 2-p. Fits 
ENHET base and high frames. Adjustable from 11–
13.5 cm.
Anthracite 404.815.49 $15
White 604.815.48 $15
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ENHET hanging shelf insert, 26×28×15 cm. This 
insert adds a new dimension to your open ENHET 
frame. It divides the storage space and makes room 
for more things in no time – simply hang it in the 
grooves of the frame and get organised. You don’t 
need any tools and don’t have to drill holes in the 
wall.
Anthracite 504.817.75 $12.50

ENHET rail for hooks. With this rail you can utilise 
every centimetre under your open ENHET frame for 
storage. In no time, you can hang both hooks and 
containers – without using tools or drill. Choose a 
colour that matches your other furnishings or adds 
an accent colour. With ENHET hooks and SKATTÅN 
container on the rail, you create plenty of space for 
everything.
37 cm
Anthracite 204.817.67 $7
White 004.817.68 $7
57 cm
Anthracite 804.817.69 $8
White 604.817.70 $8

ENHET swivel shelf, 40×21 cm. Tired of looking for 
those things that tend to disappear? You can easily 
solve this by attaching this handy swivel shelf to any 
of the open frames in the ENHET series. The smart 
design allows you to fasten the shelf quickly and eas-
ily to any of the open frames in the ENHET series. 
You can find and reach the things you need by turn-
ing the shelf.
Anthracite 204.817.72 $12.50

SKATTÅN container, 12×34 cm. Easy to hang on a 
hook under the open ENHET wall frame. You can 
hang this container on a hook to quickly create extra 
space. Turns space under open ENHET frames into 
practical storage space where you have everything 
close at hand.
Anthracite 104.817.77 $2.90

ENHET hook, 6×24 mm, 2-p. With these hooks you 
can easily create room for more in the same space. 
Magic? Not at all, you just hang them in the grooves 
under the open ENHET frames. And best of all – you 
don’t have to drill. You can hang these hooks in the 
grooves under the open ENHET frames – or on ENHET 
rail for hooks that is sold separately. With these 
hooks, you turn unused space into practical storage 
space. Complement with SKATTÅN containers.
Anthracite 004.817.73 $1.90
White 804.817.74 $1.90

HJÄLPA adjustable clothes rail, 60-100 cm. The ad-
justable clothes rail makes it easy to customise the 
solution to your needs. Easy to attach to HJÄLPA sus-
pension rail, sold separately. Only for ENHET high 
cabinet 60 cm deep. 

204.978.29 $5

HJÄLPA pull-out rail for basket, 2-p. To be complet-
ed with HJÄLPA wire basket. Sold separately. Only for 
ENHET high cabinet 60 cm deep. 

703.874.61 $5

HJÄLPA wire basket, 60×55 cm. The wire basket rolls 
easily and freely and has a drawer stop which keeps 
it in place. To be completed with HJÄLPA pull-out rail 
for basket. Sold separately. Only for ENHET high cabi-
net 60 cm deep. 

903.874.98 $10

ENHET extended rail, 60-100cm. This extendable 
rail transforms otherwise unused space into a clever 
space to hang clothes for airing or drying clothes. 
Utilises the space between two ENHET cabinets or be-
tween a cabinet and a wall to hang clothes.  

405.161.10 $9

HJÄLPA hook, 3-p. Easy to attach to HJÄLPA suspen-
sion rail. Only for ENHET high cabinet 60 cm deep.

305.055.17 $2

HJÄLPA suspension rail, 55 cm. Hang the HJÄLPA 
hooks on the suspension rail for even more storage. 
Only for ENHET high cabinet 60 cm deep. 

405.055.12 $4

TAVELÅN tray, 2-p. With these decorative trays you 
make room for a lot, even in small spaces. If you 
stack them, they’ll take up even less space. Fits per-
fectly in ENHET open wall frames (depth 15 or 30 cm), 
but you can of course use them wherever you want. 
Perhaps on the worktop, shelf, in a cabinet or draw-
er? Decorative, practical and easy to move if you need 
to use things elsewhere.

304.817.76 $14.90

ENHET accessories for open frame Other accessories for ENHET

You can easily add ENHET accessories to extend the use 
of your combination. And best of all – you don’t have to 
drill. 

The ENHET high cabinet with a 60 cm depth has sev-
eral addons that maximise your storage possibilities. 
HJÄLPA accessories can be combined inside the cabi-
net, while ENHET extended rail lets you create hanging 

space between two ENHET cabinets or a cabinet and a 
wall.

ENHET cabinets and frames ENHET cabinets and frames
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Once you’ve chosen the perfect ENHET 
laundry solution, doors, drawer fronts 
and appliances, it’s time to give your 
laundry area the finishing touch with 
knobs and handles – small details 
that can make a big difference for the 
overall look. Do you prefer a classic, 

traditional, modern, industrial, rustic or 
Scandinavian minimalist style? Our wide 
range can offer everything you’re look-
ing for to express your taste and per-
sonality, and to coordinate your laundry 
area with the rest of your home.

Knobs and  
handles  
for ENHET

FIXA drill template 
This simple tool helps you easily and accurately 
mark where you want to place your knobs and han-
dles. Available online and at IKEA stores.
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Knobs and handlesKnobs and handles 

ENERYDA knob, chrome-plated.

Ø20 mm 503.475.03 $5.90/2-pack
Ø27 mm 003.475.10 $6.90/2-pack
Ø35 mm 803.475.11 $7.90/2-pack

BILLSBRO handle, white.

L40 mm 403.343.13 $4.90/2-pack
L120 mm 703.343.02 $8.90/2-pack
L320 mm 803.343.11 $10.90/2-pack
L520 mm 703.343.16 $13.90/2-pack
L720 mm 303.343.18 $16.90/2-pack

BILLSBRO handle, stainless steel 
colour. 
L40 mm 303.236.16 $4.90/2-pack
L120 mm 903.236.18 $8.90/2-pack
L320 mm 703.236.19 $10.90/2-pack
L520 mm 503.23.20 $13.90/2-pack
L720 mm 303.236.21 $16.90/2-pack

HACKÅS handle, anthracite.

L100 mm 903.424.81 $8.90/2-pack
L300 mm 703.424.82 $13.90/2-pack

HACKÅS knob, anthracite.

Ø15 mm 503.424.83 $4.90/2-pack

BORGHAMN handle, steel.

L40 mm 403.160.50 $9.90/2-pack
L170 mm 603.160.49 $16.90/2-pack
L426 mm 203.189.79 $22.90/2-pack

HISHULT handle, porcelain white.

L140 mm 105.345.87 $10.90/2-pack
 
HISHULT knob, porcelain white.

Ø23 mm 505.345.90 $4.90/2-pack
Ø30 mm 905.345.93 $6.90/2-pack

GUBBARP handle, white.

L116 mm 603.364.34 $2.00/2-pack

GUBBARP knob, white.

Ø21 mm 303.364.35 $1.50/2-pack

ORRNÄS handle, stainless steel col-
our.
L170 mm 205.344.74 $13.902-pack
L234 mm 305.344.78 $16.90/2-pack
L300 mm 505.344.82 $18.90/2-pack

ORRNÄS knob, stainless steel colour.

Ø17 mm 102.361.54 $5.90/2-pack

BAGGANÄS handle, black.

L143 mm 703.384.23 $7.90/2-pack
L335 mm 503.384.24 $13.90/2-pack

BAGGANÄS handle, brass-colour.

L143 mm 803.384.27 $7.90/2-pack
L335 mm 603.384.28 $13.90/2-pack

BAGGANÄS handle, stainless steel.

L143 mm 203.384.25 $7.90/2-pack
L335 mm 003.384.26 $13.90/2-pack

NYDALA handle, bronze-colour. 

L154 mm 904.057.89 $10.90/2-pack
L346 mm 704.057.90 $15.90/2-pack

NYDALA knob, bronze-colour.

Ø16 mm 504.057.91 $8.90/2-pack

ÖSTERNÄS handle, tanned leather.

L153 mm 303.489.28 $20.90/2-pack
L65 mm 303.489.33 $16.90/2-pack

VINNÄSET knob. 

Ø37 mm 004.372.28 $8.90/2-pack

SÖRBYN handle, stainless steel.

96 mm 704.503.44 $10.90/2-pack

SÖRBYN knob, stainless steel.

Ø25 mm 404.503.45 $5.90/2-pack

KALLRÖR handle, stainless steel. 

L213 mm 003.570.28 $8.90/2-pack
L405 mm 603.570.30 $12.90/2-pack
L597 mm 803.570.29 $16.90/2-pack

BAGGANÄS knob, black.

Ø13 mm 403.384.29 $5.90/2-pack
Ø20 mm 203.384.30 $5.90/2-pack
Ø21 mm 003.384.31 $5.90/2-pack

BAGGANÄS knob, brass-colour.

Ø13 mm 103.384.35 $5.90/2-pack
Ø20 mm 903.384.36 $5.90/2-pack
Ø21 mm 703.384.37 $5.90/2-pack

BAGGANÄS knob, stainless steel.

Ø13 mm 803.384.32 $5.90/2-pack
Ø20 mm 603.384.33 $5.90/2-pack
Ø21 mm 403.384.34 $5.90/2-pack

ENERYDA knob, black.

Ø20 mm 003.475.29 $5.90/2-pack
Ø27 mm 803.475.30 $6.90/2-pack
Ø35 mm 603.475.31 $7.90/2-pack

ENERYDA knob, brass-colour.

Ø20 mm 403.475.32 $5.90/2-pack
Ø27 mm 203.475.33 $6.90/2-pack
Ø35 mm 003.475.34 $7.90/2-pack

SKÄRHAMN handle, black/chrome-
plated.
L148 mm 903.487.89 $20.90/2-pack

SKÄRHAMN knob, black/chrome-
plated.
Ø22 mm 503.487.91 $10.90/2-pack
Ø30 mm 103.710.57 $13.90/2-pack

SKÄRHAMN drop handle, black/
chrome-plated.
L65 mm 903.694.37 $20.90/2-pack

ENERYDA cup handle, black.

L89 mm 103.475.24 $9.90/2-pack

ENERYDA cup handle, brass-colour.

L89 mm 603.475.26 $9.90/2-pack

ENERYDA cup handle, chrome-plated.

L89 mm 203.475.28 $9.90/2-pack

ENERYDA handle, black.

L112 mm 303.475.23 $10.90/2-pack

ENERYDA handle, brass-colour.

L112 mm 803.475.25 $10.90/2-pack

ENERYDA handle, chrome-plated.

L112 mm 403.475.27 $10.90/2-pack

SKRUVSHULT handle. 
Anthracite.
152 mm 405.074.79 $7.90/2-pack

SKRUVSHULT knob. 
Anthracite.
18 mm 105.074.85 $4.90/2-pack
26 mm 305.074.94 $7.90/2-pack
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Good lighting is an essential part of 
any laundry. That’s why we offer for 
integrated lighting series perfectly 
dimensioned to fit our ENHET Laundry 
solution. Having integrated lighting in 
your laundry is a great way to be able to 
check your clothes before putting them 
in the washing machine and see if they 
need to be treated before.

You can also dim your light if you see 
the need, all you need is TRÅDFRI 
wireless dimmer. Or, use the DIRIGERA 
gateway and IKEA Home smart app to 
control every beam of light with your 
smartphone. We call it IKEA Smart light-
ing.

Lighting  
for ENHET
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Lighting for ENHET Lighting for ENHET

SKYDRAG series SILVERGLANS series

Lighting creates atmosphere in homes and makes everyday life easier. 
This LED lighting strip is specially designed for the ENHET series, but is of 
course just as easy to install in an existing ENHET solution. For all areas, 
except humid areas like the bathroom. You can use the lighting strip under 
ENHET wall cabinets and open wall frames as work lighting – or use it to 
create a cosy light inside the open wall frames.

You can connect as many LED lighting strips as you like, as long as the total 
wattage of the products does not exceed the maximum wattage of the 
connected driver(s). If you connect the lighting strip to TRÅDFRI driver and 
wireless dimmer, you can easily turn on, turn off and dim your lighting as 
needed. The LED light source consumes up to 85% less energy and lasts 20 
times longer than incandescent bulbs.

The SILVERGLANS LED lighting kit is designed for the ENHET series and 
works great as bathroom lighting. You can use the lighting strip under 
ENHET wall cabinets and open wall frames as work lighting, or create a cosy 
light inside the open wall frames. The SILVERGLANS LED lighting kit can 
also be dimmed for ambient lighting and it’s perfect for humid areas like 
laundry rooms and bathrooms.  

You need to connect the SILVERGLANS  lighting strip to SILVERGLANS 
driver,and you can turn on, turn off  or dim your light with TRÅDFRI wireless 
dimmer.

When you add a DIRIGERA hub and the IKEA Home smart app, you can cre-
ate several groups of light sources and control them in different ways.  
Add the DIRIGERA hub and IKEA Home smart app for control through 
Amazon Alexa, Apple HomeKit or Google Home.SKYDRAG LED worktop/wardrobe lighting strip 

with sensor, dimmable.
40 cm
Anthracite 904.396.28 $16.90
White 504.395.88 $16.90
60 cm
Anthracite 304.396.12 $24.90
White 304.395.89 $24.90
80 cm
White 104.395.90 $34.90

SILVERGLANS LED worktop/wardrobe lighting 
strip with sensor, dimmable.
40 cm
Anthracite 204.396.84 $19.90
White 004.396.37 $19.90
60 cm
Anthracite 804.396.76 $29.90
White 304.396.45 $29.90
80 cm
White 704.396.53 $39.90

Perfect fit to ENHET laundry code: L105, L107

SKYDRAG/TRÅDFRI lighting kit nr 4 
White 295.033.93 $110.50

FÖRNIMMA power supply cord 3.5m. With this cord, 
you can connect up to 10 series.connected lamps to 
the power grid – and turn on, turn off and dim all of 
them at the same time with TRÅDFRI wireless dim-
mer.

104.468.83 $9.90

SILVERGLANS driver for wireless control, white. You 
can connect up to 5 units to the transformer, as long 
as the total wattage does not exceed 30W. Works 
with IKEA Home smart products. Must be completed 
with TRÅDFRI wireless dimmer.
30W 404.748.22 $39.90

FÖRNIMMA intermediate connection cord. Can be 
used as a direct connection between TRÅDFRI LED 
drivers, e.g. between two sections of wall cabinets, 
with one single connection to the mains supply. 
L2 m 303.946.99 $6.90

TRÅDFRI LED driver. To be completed with 
FÖRNIMMA power supply cord, sold separately. Can 
be used with TRÅDFRI wireless dimmer and DIRIGERA 
hub.
Up to 30W 305.403.56 $39.90

Perfect fit to ENHET kitchen code: K620

SKYDRAG/TRÅDFRI lighting kit nr 7 
Anthracite 795.034.37 $135.40
SKYDRAG/TRÅDFRI lighting kit nr 8 
White 095.034.50 $135.40

SKYDRAG kits
SKYDRAG lighting kit is designed for the ENHET se-
ries – perfect both as worktop lighting and to create 
ambience in the laundry and cleaning area. With the 
TRÅDFRI driver and the wireless dimmer you can easily 

turn on, off and dim your lighting. SKYDRAG must be 
completed with TRÅDFRI driver and FÖRNIMMA power 
supply cord and TRÅDFRI wiresless dimmer.

Cords and drivers

Drivers
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Sound has the ability to change the atmosphere at home dramatically. So, 
turning a grey day into a great day is only a touch of a button away. The 
SYMFONISK speaker hooks have a soft damping material so it reduces rat-
tling when hung on a rail.

SYMFONISK speakers

Download the Sonos app 
to set up your SYMFONISK 
speakers and start stream-
ing music from all devices 
– smartphones, tablets, and 
computers. When friends 
come over they can down-
load the app and play DJ, too. 

With the DIRIGERA hub you can control all your TRÅDFRI driver con-
nected lighting via the IKEA Home smart app or your voice assistant. 
Create moods and set scenes together with other IKEA Smart lighting.

TRÅDFRI series

Lighting for ENHET

SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf speaker. Place the 
speaker horizontally or vertically, or mount it on the 
wall to use as a practical shelf. Also helps you to use 
your space optimally, while providing a rich sound 
that fills the entire room.
Black 803.575.57 $189
White 604.352.07 $189

SYMFONISK speaker hook. Hang SYMFONISK WiFi 
bookshelf speaker on the wall to save space. 
Black 304.443.26 $7.90

SYMFONISK sound remote. Put on the right tune for 
all occasions – from wherever you are at home. With 
this sound remote, you control SYMFONISK speaker 
and other Sonos speakers from the entire home.  
Complete with TRÅDFRI gateway, sold separately.
Black 704.337.88 $19.90
White 403.704.81 $19.90 

TRÅDFRI wireless dimmer. You can 
dim your lighting wirelessly and easily 
adapt the lighting based on activity. 
Works with IKEA Home smart.

White 504.086.00 $10.90

DIRIGERA hub for smart products.
With DIRIGERA hub and app you can 
control each light source individu-
ally, create different types of lighting 
settings, and control them by the IKEA 
Home smart app or personal assist-
ent via for example Apple HomeKit, 
Amazon Alexa or Google Home.

White 505.034.09 $119

DIRIGERA hub for smart products.
With DIRIGERA hub and app you can control each light 
source individually, create different types of lighting set-
tings, and control them by the IKEA Home smart app or 
personal assistent via for example Apple HomeKit, Amazon 
Alexa or Google Home.

White 505.034.09 $119

TRÅDFRI LED driver. To be completed 
with FÖRNIMMA power supply cord, 
sold separately. Can be used with 
TRÅDFRI remote control and DIRIGERA 
hub.

Up to 30W 305.403.56 $39.90

STYRBAR remote controle. With this 
remote controle you can turn on and 
off, switch between different tones and 
dim for the right mood.
Stainless steel 004.636.08 $19.90
White 104.883.64 $15.90

ENHET closed solutions

ENHET open frames

On top of frame Under shelf

Under cabinet

How to mount SKYDRAG and SILVERGLANS for ENHET series

There are a few different ways to mount SKYDRAG and 
SILVERGLANS on ENHET open and closed solutions, see 
examples below.  

The detailed information on how to do this is available 
in the Assembly Instructions for your products. 
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Feeling frustrated over laundry? Meet our 
modern, functional laundry accessories 
that can save you time every day and are 
easy to tuck away when not in use – or 
look too good to be hidden away. From 
stylish laundry baskets in different styles 
to ironing boards, drying racks, and clever 
pegs and hangers – their smart designs 
and beautiful materials have the power to 
turn your laundry area into a tidy, clean 
and organised space where you can feel 
energised and on top of things.

Laundry  
accessories
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Laundry accessoriesLaundry accessories

DÄNKA ironing board, 120×37 cm. The material lets 
steam through from the iron, which prevents mois-
ture forming.

004.716.13 $39.90

JÄLL drying rack, in/outdoor, white. Drying capac-
ity: 6 metres.

002.428.91 $11.90

SLIBB hanging clothes peg, 8-p. The included loop 
allows you to hang the clothes pegs on a towel rail.

004.770.97 $1.50

SLIBB washing bag, set of 2, white. The washing bag 
is perfect for keeping smaller items like socks togeth-
er so they don’t get lost in the wash.

605.073.17 $2.90

JÄLL laundry bag with stand, 70L. Can be folded 
up, which makes the laundry bag simple to carry and 
put away.  
White 101.718.26 $6.90

RUTER ironing board, 108×33 cm, white. Extra stable 
and durable because the frame and base are made 
of steel.

404.716.11 $25.90

SALUDING laundry basket, 50L. The lid’s woven 
pattern is a tribute to traditional craftsmanship and 
makes it easy for you to drop laundry through the 
top.
Handmade bamboo 505.035.84 $49

SKUBB laundry bag with stand, 80L. A smart format 
to make good use of the space inside you PAX ward-
robe or any narrow space. 
Black 502.240.45 $14.90

SLIBB flexible laundry basket. Easy to carry with 
one hand since the entire laundry basket is made of 
soft, flexible plastic.
Pink 004.807.59 $6.90

KLUNKA laundry bag, 60L. This laundry bag stands 
on its own and when you want to bring your laundry 
to the washing machine or clothes line, just grab the 
handles and go.
White/black 303.643.72 $14.90

PURRPINGLA laundry bag, 100L. Drawstring closure 
hides the laundry and keeps dust out.
Beige 804.938.33 $24.90

TOLKNING laundry basket, 40L. The inner bag 
makes it easy to lift out your dirty laundry.
Handmade willow 805.126.19 $59

TOLKNING laundry basket with wheels, 31L. The in-
ner bag makes it easy to lift out your dirty laundry.
Handmade willow 505.126.25 $89

TORKIS flexi laundry basket, in-/outdoor, 35L. 
Comfortable to carry because the entire clothes-bas-
ket is made of soft, flexible plastic.
Blue 303.392.26 $12.90

TORKIS laundry basket, 90L. The two separate 
compartments help you to sort and organise your 
laundry.
White/grey 303.199.78 $19.90

ENHET laundry bag with castors. This laundry bag 
provides functional storage for your laundry and is 
easy to move around since it is on castors.
Anthracite 005.161.07 $79
White 705.161.04 $79

JÄLL ironing board, table, 73×32 cm. This small iron-
ing board folds flat and can be hung on a hook when 
it’s not being used.

402.428.89 $9.90

MULIG drying rack, in/outdoor, white. Two fold-out 
wings give room for more laundry.

302.287.56 $39.90

SLIBB hanger with 8 grip clips. The 8 grip clips are 
perfect for hanging and drying things like underwear 
and socks.

604.807.61 $1.50

FYLLEN laundry basket, 79L. This lightweight basket 
with handles is easy to carry and the airy construc-
tion allows your clothes to breathe.
White 405.220.50 $14.90

LAGT ironing board cover, grey. Fits ironing boards 
that are 108-120 cm long and 33-40 cm wide.

603.425.76 $9.90

PRESSA hanging dryer, 16 clothes pegs. Easy to 
hang just about anywhere and folds to take up little 
space when not in use.
Turquoise 504.212.15 $5.90

SLIBB washing bag, white. Designed to keep deli-
cate clothing or clothing with hooks and sharp fas-
teners separate from other items in the washing 
machine.

805.073.16 $2.50

Laundry bags and baskets Ironing boards

Drying racks

Other accessories
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Cleaning 
accessories

Say goodbye to messy odd buckets and 
mops, and hello to the PEPPRIG series 
– stylish, coordinated tools, wash-tubs,
buckets, brooms, sponges and cloths for
all your cleaning needs across the home,
with or without detergent. The telescopic
aluminium handle matches with differ-
ent heads, making it perfect for clean-
ing areas hard to reach. A smarter and
more sustainable way of cleaning – and
less gadgets for you to store and keep in
order.

Best of all, whether you are buying them 
for the first time or refilling your cleaning 
products, we share our knowledge to help 
you care for and maintain your home in 
the best way. Let’s make life at home bet-
ter together!
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Cleaning accessories

LILLNAGGEN squeegee. You can use the squeegee 
both for windows and shower surfaces.

202.435.97 2.90

PEPPRIG microfiber cloth, 28×28 cm, 3-p. The cloths 
are made of microfibre, which is very effective at 
cleaning and removing stubborn dirt, even without 
detergent.

504.824.40 $3.90

PEPPRIG bucket set with lid, set of 3. Sturdy handle 
with anti-slip surface makes it safe and easy to carry 
the bucket when filled with water.

005.124.73 $15.90

PEPPRIG dust pan/brush set, grey. Ideal for quick 
cleaning of spaces like the kitchen, bathroom or car.

205.270.96 $3.90

PEPPRIG scrubbing brush, set of 2. These two 
brushes make cleaning a pure pleasure. The oval 
brush helps you clean large surfaces, and you easily 
reach tight spaces with the long brush.

904.910.27 $3.90

PEPPRIG wash-tub, 27 cm, foldable. The wash-tub is 
quickly folded and expanded and will keep its shape.

704.910.33 $5.90

PEPPRIG cleaning bucket and caddy set. The buck-
et’s wavy coarse bottom allows you to clean the flat 
mop in it.

305.124.76 $19.90

PEPPRIG dustpan/broom set. The dustpan is fold-
able to save space when not in use.

404.818.70 $14.90

PEPPRIG scrubbing pad, 3-p. The scrubbing pad is 
highly absorbent and provides a rich foamy lather.

904.824.43 $2.90

PEPPRIG duster cover, 45×7 cm. This fluffy PEPPRIG 
microfibre duster refill cover effectively removes 
small particles and is great for dusting large areas 
such as sofas and other furniture.

304.867.93 $3

PEPPRIG microfibre pad for flat mop, set of 2, 
10×29 cm. This refill microfibre pad with high absorp-
tion capacity and strong cleaning power attaches to 
PEPPRIG flat mop head.

504.824.16 $4

PEPPRIG gap cleaning cover, 45×7 cm. This refill cov-
er for PEPPRIG duster is made of microfibres and is 
great for dusting corners, gaps and other tight spac-
es in the home.

904.830.94 $2

PEPPRIG microfibre cleaning pad. You can hold 
the microfibre pad in your hand or mount it on the 
brush head.

104.830.93 $2

Cleaning accessories

Refill PEPPRIG cleaning set

PEPPRIG cleaning set. A set for all your cleaning 
needs, whether you’re removing dirt in narrow gaps, 
wiping windows and floors squeaky clean or brush-
ing off loose grime. All heads pair with the telescopic 
handle to work magic. 

805.126.00 $39.90

PEPPRIG
Dustpan/broom.  
404.818.70

$14.90/set

PEPPRIG spray bottle. 55 cl. You can easily measure 
and mix your cleaning detergent directly in the bottle 
by using level indicator on the side.

905.014.32 $2.90
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GuaranteeGuarantee

The ENHET system and mixer taps 
have a 10-year guarantee.

Guarantees
We offer you a 10-year guarantee that covers defects in the 
material and workmanship on the ENHET system. 
All indoor mixer taps have a 10-year guarantee.

This guarantee is valid for domestic use and is subject to the 
terms and conditions stated in this folder. 

ENHET kitchen system
10-year guarantee

How long is the guarantee valid?
The guarantee remains in force for the number of 
years stated and is valid from the date of purchase. 
The original purchase receipt is required as proof of 
purchase.

What is covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee applies to domestic use only and covers 
defects in materials and workmanship.

10-year guarantee
This guarantee covers all the following parts of ENHET 
system: • Cabinets • Open frames • Fronts • Hinges • 
Drawers • Shelves • Legs • Accessories (swivel shelf, 
hanging shelf insert, rail for hooks and hooks).

What will IKEA do to correct the problem?
IKEA will examine the product and decide, at its sole 
discretion, if it is covered under this guarantee. If 
considered covered, IKEA through its own service 
operations, will then, at its sole discretion, either repair 
the defective product or replace it with the same or a 
comparable product. If it is covered by this guarantee, 
IKEA will pay the costs of repairs, spare parts, labour 
and travel for repair staff, that IKEA incur, provided 
that the product is accessible for repair without special 
expenditure. This does not apply to any repair work 
not authorized by IKEA. Replaced parts become the 
property of IKEA.
If the item is no longer sold by IKEA, IKEA will provide 
an appropriate replacement. It is IKEA that determines, 
at its sole discretion, what constitutes an appropriate 
replacement.

After Sales service
In order to offer functional products that meet your 
needs and expectations we renew our product range 
every year. We provide a 2-year After Sales service for 
your IKEA doors and drawer fronts. This means that 
you can complement your laundry solution with doors, 
drawer fronts and plinths, as long as stocks last, up to 
two years after these products have been discontinued 
from the range. You can rely on the fact that we will 
always do all we can to make sure you are satisfied with 
your laundry solution from IKEA.

What is not covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee does not cover normal wear and tear, 
cuts or scratches, or damage caused by impacts or 
accidents. 
This guarantee does not apply to products that have 
been stored, assembled or installed incorrectly, used 
inappropriately, abused, misused, altered, or cleaned 
with wrong cleaning methods or wrong cleaning 
products.
This guarantee does not cover incidental or 
consequential damage.

Assembly and Care instructions 
To be able to rely on these guarantees you need to 
follow the specific care instructions for every product. 
You will find all assembly and care instructions at  
IKEA.sg

Installation
Laundry furniture must be fixed to the wall. Secure that 
the walls in your laundry room can support the weight 
of the furniture, as wrong installation may cause injury 
or damage. If you are uncertain about the installation, 
contact a professional. As wall materials vary, screws 
for fixing to wall are not included. For advice on 
suitable screw systems, contact your local specialized 
dealer.

How to reach us if you need assistance
Contact IKEA stores. You will find the address and 
phone number to your nearest IKEA store at  
IKEA.sg

Mixer taps 
10-year guarantee

How long is the guarantee valid?
The guarantee for indoor mixer taps purchased at IKEA 
remains in force for ten (10) years and is valid from 
the date of purchase. The original purchase receipt is 
required as proof of purchase.

What is covered under this guarantee?
The 10-year guarantee is valid for all indoor mixer taps 
at IKEA. This guarantee applies to domestic use only 
and covers defects in material and workmanship in all 
indoor mixer taps. Our indoor mixer taps are tested 
well beyond all relevant international standards and we 
use only top brand components to secure our 10 year 
guarantee promise.
This guarantee does not cover normal wear and tear, 
cuts or scratches, or damage caused by impacts, 
accidents or waterborne debris. It also does not apply 
to the filter/aerator which should be cleaned regularly 
or replaced when worn out.
Follow our assembly instructions and care instructions 
carefully. This guarantee does not apply to products 
that have been stored, assembled or installed 
incorrectly, used inappropriately, abused, misused, 
altered, or cleaned with wrong cleaning methods or 
wrong cleaning products.
The 10 year guarantee does not apply if the products 
have been used for public use, outdoors or in a 
corrosive environment. It also does not cover accidental 
damage.

What will IKEA do to correct the problem?
IKEA will examine the product and decide, at its sole 
discretion,
if it is covered under this guarantee. If considered 
covered, IKEA through its own service operations, will 
then, at its sole discretion, replace it with the same or a 
comparable product. If it is covered by this guarantee, 
IKEA will pay the costs of replacing it, labour and travel 
for staff, that IKEA incur, provided that the product is 
accessible for replacement without special expenditure. 
This does not apply to any work not authorized by 
IKEA. Replaced tap becomes the property of IKEA. If 
the item is no longer sold by IKEA, IKEA will provide an 
appropriate replacement. It is IKEA that determines, 
at its sole discretion, what constitutes an appropriate 
replacement.

How to reach us if you need assistance
Contact IKEA stores. You will find the address and 
phone number to your nearest IKEA store at  
IKEA.sg

https://www.ikea.com/sg/en/stores
https://www.ikea.com/sg/en/stores
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